Masonic Pamphlet circa 1918
To all Liberal Portuguese. Reaction let loose!!
The Association for Civil Registration and the Portuguese
Federation of Free-Thinkers energetically protest against the
ridiculous comedy of Fatima.
Citizens!
As if the pernicious propaganda of reactionaries were not
enough, we now see a miracle trotted out in order further to
degrade the people into fanaticism and superstition. There
has been staged…an indecorous comedy in Fatima at which
thousands of people have assisted a ridiculous spectacle in
which the simple people have been ingeniously deceived by
means of collective suggestion, into a belief in a supposed
Apparition of the Mother of Jesus of Nazareth to three
children jockeyed into this shameful spectacle for the
commercial purposes of clerical reaction!
As if, however, the declarations of these poor little dupes
who affirm they have seen a “Virgin” which, however,
nobody else can see and hear, were not sufficient, it is
affirmed, or rather invented, that the sun, at a certain hour on
13th October, 1917 (on the eighth anniversary of the
assassination of Francisco Ferrer) and in the height of the 20th
century, was seen to dance a fandango in the clouds!
This, citizens, is a miserable and retrograde attempt to
plunge the Portuguese people once more into the dense
darkness of past times which have departed never to return.
The Republic and those citizens who are charged with the
noble and thankless task of guiding it in the glorious paths of
Civilization and Progress, cannot consent to the degradation
of the people into fanaticism and credulity, for this would be
an unpardonable failing in their primal duty, not only
towards their country but to Humanity as a whole. It is
therefore our duty to demand from the public authorities the
most energetic and immediate precaution against the
shameless plan by which reaction seeks to plunge the people
once more into mediaevalism…
What shall be our means of cooperation with those from
whom we claim the action necessary for the end we
envisage? An intensive and tenacious propaganda, which
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will raise the mentality of our co-citizens to the realms of
Truth, Reason and Science, convincing them that nothing can
alter the laws of Nature, and that the pretended miracles are
nothing but miserable tricks to abuse the credulity which is
the child of ignorance…
Let professors in the schools and colleges educate their
pupils in a rational manner, liberating them from religious
preconceptions as from all others, and we shall have
prepared a generation for the morrow, happier because more
worthy of happiness.
Let us, then, liberate ourselves and cleanse our minds, not
only from foolish beliefs in such gross and laughable tricks as
Fatima, but more especially from any credence in the
supernatural and a pretended Deus Omnipotente,
omniscient and omni-everything, instrument of the subtle
imaginations of rogues who wish to capture popular
credulity for their purposes.
Citizens!
LONG LIVE THE REPUBLIC!
DOWN WITH REACTION!
LONG LIVE LIBERTY!
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